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MINE LAYER FIGHTS HER WAY HOME

For certain reasons, little is hoard of the mire-laying under-

taken by Bomber Command, Nevertheless the pilots and air crews

engaged on this work have their adventures. Long journeys have

to be made to enemy writers, and, -as in the case of the aircraft

concerned in the following story, excitement can be intense.

The aircraft took off a fen nights ago on a mine-laying '

expedition. It reached its objective, laid its mines and turned

for home, but in doing so had to cross over enemy territory.

Suddenly, the enemy defences opened up, and the very first salvo

hit the aircraft full in the bomb doors.

The Hydraulic system was wrecked, the bomb-aimaer's panel
and the side panels of the pilot’s canopy were blown in - the bomb-aimer

himself being blown into the pilot’s cockpit - and flares and oil were

set on fire.

The aircraft quickly filled with smoke and the pilot, unable to see

his instrument panel and almost chocked by the smoke, lost control of

his aircraft, which went into a dive. Thereupon it was attacked by two

enemy fighters, the roar-gunner being ’wounded in the leg, Ammunition

was sot on fire.

lifter the aircraft had dropped 4, 000 feet, the pilot regained control

and immediately made for cloud, to escape the fighters. The aircraft was

still on fire.

The other members of the crow eventually got the fire under control,

although they were unable to extinguish it altogether. They moved the

wounded reaf-gunner from his turret and made him as comfortable as

possible amidships* Although his leg was fractured and he was in great

pain he never complained. Every member of the crew had severe bums.

The ‘rind, blowing through the aircraft at gale force, had removed

all the navigator’s kit so that navigation had t be done by wireless.

The crew suffered from intense odd for the rest of the journey, which

lasted for nearly four hours.

The aircraft at length reached the coast and the pilot was able to pick

out an aerodrome. He landed safely, although he was unable to let down

the undercarriage.

Those who saw the aircraft as it lay on the ground could not imagine

how it had got back. The bomb doors and fuselage had been shot up by

anti-aircraft fire, the roar-turret. was holed by cannon-shell, there

were madlino-gun holes in the port elevator, .A hole in trie port aileron

was more than a foot wide.


